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Abstract 
We prove that any mapping on (0, l}” can be computed by an iterative calculus only 
involving the arguments. 
Definition (Closed iteratioe calculus). Let n be a positive integer. A mapping E from 
(0, l}” to (0, 1)” admits a closed iterative calculus if there exists a positive integer k and 
nk functions fO, .a*, nk-1 f from (0, l}” to (0, l} such that for any (x0, . . . ,x,_ 1) in 
(0, 11” and (yo, . . . ,y._ 1) = E(xo, . . . , x, _ 1), the sequence of assignations 
Ximodn 3 ~=mcl, *a. ,+I) 
for i = 0, 1, . . . ,nk-l,endswith(xo ,..., x._~)=(Y,, ,..., Y._~). 
Consider the mapping E on (0, 11’ that exchanges the two arguments with the 
relation E(x,,, x1) = (x1, x,,). It is obvious that the sequence 
x2:=x ’ 09 x0:=x * 17 . Xl *= x 2 
computes this exchange. But this calculus is not closed because it involves an extra 
variable x2. However, there is a closed iterative calculus that computes this exchange. 
This calculus is well known to be 
In order to have an even number of assignations (according to the definition with 
n = 2), one can add to the previous calculus the identity assignation x1 := x1. 
This paper proves the generalization of the previous example with the following: 
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Theorem 1. For every n, any mapping from (0, 1)” to (0, l}” admits a closed iterative 
calculus. 
1. Mapping lists 
For the sequel, we fix an integer n and a mapping E from (0, l}” to (0, l}“. 
We begin with a reformulation of the problem in terms of binary words. 
Definition (Independent words). A word is an element of the language (0, l}*. For any 
word A = a0 . . . ak_1,thelengthofAiskandforO~i,<j~k-1,denoteA[i,j]the 
subword ai . . . aj. A value is a word of length n. For two values X = x0 . . . x,_ 1 and 
Y =y, . . . yn_ 1, we write Y = E(X) if (yo, . . . , y,_ 1) = E(xo, . . . ,x,_ 1) holds. Let 
A and B be two words. The words A and B are independent if they are distinct, have 
same length k and for 0 < i < k - n, the relation A[i, i + n - l] = B[i, i + n - l] 
implies A [i, k - l] = B[i, k - 11. A list of 2” independent words is called a mapping 
list. 
If two independent words contain equal values at a same index, then their suffixes 
from this index must also be equal. In particular, two independent words cannot begin 
with same values because they would have to be equal. Then, the words of a mapping 
list must all begin with different values. It is also obvious that independence for 
n implies independence for n + 1. 
Example. The words 01010 and 10011 have length 5 and are independent for n = 3 
since all their subwords of length 3 are different. But they are not independent for 
n < 2 because 01010[2,3] = 10011[2,3] = 01 and 01010[2,4] = 010 # 011 = 
10011[2,4]. 
Lemma 2 (Mapping list). Let n be a positive integer and E be a mapping from (0, l}” to 
(0, l}“. Th e 0 f 11 owing assertions are equivalent. 
(i) E admits a closed iterative calculus. 
(ii) There exists a mapping list [wo, . . . , wp- 1] where any wi begins with a value Xi 
and ends with the value Yi with Yi = E(Xi). 
Proof. (i) =S (ii): Assume that E admits a closed iterative calculus with functions 
f o, . . . ,fnk_ 1. We construct an associated list [wo, . . . , wzn_ J as follows. We begin with 
the list of the 2” different values. Then, we complete-on the right the words of the list 
with nk new letters. For i = 0, . . . , nk - 1, we consider each word w = aOal . . . ai+“- 1 of 
the list and compute the next letter at+,, :=5(x0, . . . , x,_ 1) where Xjmodn = aj holds for 
j=i,i+l, . . . ,i + n - 1. For example, for n = 3 and w = 01011, one has x2 = 0, 
.x0 = 1, x1 = 1. Forf,(l, 1,0) = 0, the word w becomes 010110. By definition of a closed 
iterative calculus, the words will have the required forms. 
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(ii) * (i): We use the same coding as previously. But now, we read the functionsf;: 
from the words. For example, for n = 3, if a word of the list is 01101 then the functions 
will have to satisfy the relations fO(O, 1, 1) = 0 and fr(O, 1, 1) = 1. As the words are 
supposed to be independent, it is not possible to have some contradictory relations for 
a functionfi coming from two different words of the list. Now, we have to consider the 
case where the words have a length k not multiple of n. Then the previous construction 
gives an iterative calculus for the mapping E but modulo a permutation of the 
variables. For example, for E(0, 0, 1) = (0, 1, 1) and for w = 0010011 in the list, the 
calculus will give from x0 = 0, x1 = 0, x2 = 1 the result x1 = 0, x2 = 1, x0 = 1 instead 
of x0 = 0, x1 = 1, x2 = 1. First, we complete the closed iterative calculus with 
a sequence of identities 
.- 
%+lmodn.- Xk+lmoda; Xk+Zmodn:= Xk+2modn; *** ; n. x *=x n 
in order to have a number of functions multiple of n. Next, we have to add a closed 
iterative calculus for the appropriate permutation of the variables, which is always 
possible. We have seen with the fundamental example that one can exchange two 
variables. So one can also compute any transpositions and then any permutation of 
variables. For instance for n = 3, the exchange of the variables x0 and x2 is computed 
with the following closed iterative calculus 
xo:=xo@x2; x1:=x1; x2:=x00x2; 
x0:= x0 0 x2; x1 := x1; x2 := x2 
and one can construct from the list a closed iterative calculus for E. 0 
Example. For n = 2, the mapping E(xo, xl) = (x0 v x1, x0 A xl) can be computed with 
a closed iterative calculus if and only if there exists 4 independent words of the form 
wg = 00 . . . 00, 
Wl = 01 . . . 10, 
w2 = 10 . . . 10, 
WJ = 11 . . . 11. 
Observe that their length must be strictly greater than 4 because the words 0110 and 
1111 are not independent. The following list of words of length 5 is convenient: 
wg = 00000, 
wr = 01110, 
w2 = 10110, 
w3 = 11011. 
With this lemma, the proof of the theorem becomes a syntactical problem on mapping 
lists. How to construct 2” independent words such that any word begins with a value 
X and ends with the value E(X). For the sequel, it will be useful to grow the words of 
a mapping list in order to obtain another mapping list. 
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Lemma 3. (Completion). Let A = A’ae . . . a,_ 1 and B = B’bo . . . b,_ 1 be two indepen- 
dent words. Then the following assertions hold. 
(i) If the values a0 . . . a,_ 1 and b0 . . . b,_ 1 are diflerent, then for any letters a and 
b the words Aa and Bb are independent. 
(ii) ForO<j<n- 1 the words Aaj and Bbj are independent. 
Proof. The point (i) is obvious by definition of independence. For the point (ii) we 
suppose then that a0 . . . a,_ 1 = b. . . . b,_ 1 holds. Then, for 0 < j < n - 1, the rela- 
tion aj = bj holds and the words Aaj and Bbj are independent. 0 
2. Mapping graphs 
The construction of a mapping list for the mapping E will be done step by step using 
a decomposition of E in elementary operations. A graph gives an intuitive representa- 
tion of such constructions. Any mapping E from (0, l}” to (0, l}” can be represented 
by a bipartite graph GE with two sets of 2” vertices {X0, . . . ,X2,_ t} and 
{Yo, ... , Yz,_ 1}, both labelled with the different values. There is an edge from Xi to Yj 
if and only if the relation Yj = E(Xi) holds. 
Example. For n = 2, the graph of the mapping E with E(0, 0) = (0, 1); E(0, 1) = (LO); 
E(l, 0) = (0, 1); E(l, 1) = (0, 1) is 
00 000 
01 
10 
11 
$ 01 
10 
l 11 
It is obvious that any mapping graph can 
collapsings. Here are such maps for n = 2. 
be decomposed in transpositions and 
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The previous example of mapping can be decomposed as 
Moreover, if we use also the circular shift mapping 
x 
shifting 
then we only need one transposition and one collapsing. 
TO transpose Xi and Xi + I, one computes a sequence of (2” - i) shiftings in order to 
bring Xi at X0 and Xi + 1 at X1. Then, one transposes X0 and X1. Then a new sequence 
of i shiftings brings X0 at Xi. Here is such a decomposition of a transposition with the 
first transposition and the shifting. 
shifting shitting rmii tn~n shiftha 
Then, for the theorem, it is sufficient o construct a mapping list for the shifting, for 
one transposition and for one collapsing. Then by composition, we can construct 
a mapping list for any mapping E. Given 2” different values X0, . . . , X2, _ 1, we have to 
prove the existence of the three mapping lists: 
(i) the shifting mapping list of the form 
CS,, SIP s2, ... ,S2”-II, 
where any Si begins with Xi and ends with Xi+ 1 ,,,od 2n. 
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(ii) the transposition mapping list of the form 
CT,, TI, T,, . . . , Tzn-11, 
where To begins with X0 and ends with X1, T1 begins with X1 and ends with X0 and 
for i 2 2, Ti begins and ends with Xi. 
(iii) the collapsing mapping list of the form 
CC,, CI, Cz, *.. ,C2”-II, 
where Co begins and ends with X0, C1 begins with X1 and ends with X0 and for i > 2, 
Ci begins and ends with Xi. 
Lemma 4 (Collapsing). Let X0,X,, . . . ,X2._ I be 2” different values with X0 = 0 . . . 00 
andX1 =0 . . . 01. Then, the list 
[X,X,, XIX,, x2x2, ‘.. ,X2n-IX2n-I1 
is a collapsing mapping list. 
Proof. The words Xi are completed n - 1 times by point (ii) of Lemma 3 because X,, 
and X, have the same prefixe of length n - 1. And for the last letter, we use the point 
(i) of Lemma 3. 0 
Remark. Observe that this construction is not possible for any collapsing. For 
instance, such a list for the collapsing of 01 and 10 would be 
[OOOO, 0101,1001,1111] 
and this list contains the non-independent words 0000 and 1001. 
Lemma 5 (Transposition). Let X,,, X1, . . . ,X2._ 1 be 2” dQj%rent 
0 . . . 00 and X1 = 0 . . . 01. Then, the list 
[X,X,, XIX,, x2x2, ... ,X2”-1x2*-11 
is a transposition mapping list. 
Proof. The proof is the same as for the previous lemma. 0 
values with X0 = 
Remark. As for the collapsing, this construction is not possible for any transposition. 
For instance, such a list for the transposition of 01 and 10 would be 
[0000,0110,1001,1111] 
and this list contains the non-independent words 0000 and 1001. 
From the two previous remarks, the construction of a mapping list for the shifting 
seems to be necessary for our theorem. To this end, we will use the De Bruijn graph B.. 
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This graph is composed of 2”-” vertices labelled with the different words of length 
n - 1 and of 2” edges labelled with the different values. There is an edge labelled with 
the value aMb from the vertex QM to the vertex Mb for every letters a, b and every 
word M of length n - 2. 
Example. The graph B3 is represented as 
It is well-known that every graph B, is Eulerian (see cl]). 
First, those graphs are connected. A path from a vertex labelled x0 . . . x,_~ to 
a vertex labelled y. . . . y,, _ 2 is composed by the sequence of edges 
X0 .*. &-2yo; xi -1. %I-2yoy1; .**; %I-ZYOYI .*‘ yn-2. 
Second, every vertex X in those graphs satisfies d+ (X) = d- (X). Then, every graph B, 
contains an Eulerian circuit. 
The Eulerian circuit in Bs is composed by the sequence of edges 
O~,~l,Oll, 111,110,101,010,100. 
Lemma 6 (Shifting). Let aoMobo, aI MI b, , . . . ,a2ti_1MZn_1b2”_1 bethesequenceof2” 
diferent values of an Eulerian circuit in the De Bruijn graph B,. Then, the list 
CS3,S,,~2, a** ,S2”-11 
with Si = ai~ibibj, j = (i + 1) mod 2”, is u shift upping list. 
Proof. For the independence, it is obvious by the point (i) of Lemma 3. Therefore, by 
definition of De Bruijn graphs, the relation Mibi = ajMj holds for any 0 < i < 2” - 1 
and j = (i -t 1) mod 2”. Then the relation Mibibj = UjMjbj holds and the suffix value of 
any word of the list is the prefix value of the next word in the circular shifting. The list 
describes a circular shifting. c] 
Example. For n = 3, the shift list obtained from the Eulerian circuit is 
[0001,0011,0111,1110,1101,1010,0100, lOOO]. 
That completes the proof of the theorem. Any mapping E admits, in the sense of 
graphs, a decomposition in transpositions, collapsings and circular shifting, and each 
of those elementary operations admits an associated mapping list. By composition, 
one can construct a mapping list for E. This proof is constructive and gives an 
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algorithm to construct nk functions for the closed iterative calculus of a given 
mapping E. However, the number nk obtained is not satisfactory for the complexity of 
the computation. Our method needs at most 2” + n functions for any transposition 
and collapsing, and some mappings need O(2’“) such transpositions. In this context, 
one could ask what is the minimal number of functions required for a closed iterative 
calculus of a mapping E. We have seen that one can always complete any such 
calculus with identities xi := xi. So, we define for any n the minimal number k, such 
that for any mapping E from (0, l}” to (0, l}” there exists a mapping list for E with 
words of length n + k,. By an exhaustive research with a computer, we obtain k2 = 3 
and k3 = 6. What are the next values? We conjecture that k, < n2 holds for every n. 
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